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A bstract 
Joshua, R., Generalised Verdier duality for presheaves of spectra-i, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 273-289. 
The stable homotopy category, with spectra as objects, resembles in many aspects the derived 
category whose objects are compiexes of abelian groups. In this paper, we show that many of 
the familiar techniques of homological algebra available on the category of presheaves of abelian 
group spectra can be carried over (with suitable modifications) to the category of presheaves of 
spectra. Using Am-ring spectra, we show that the duahty theory of Verdier for abelian pre- 
sheaves may be generalised to a general duality (called generalised Verdier duality) for presheaves 
of spectra. Other common duality results, for example duality in the sense of Spanier-Whitehead 
or Poincare-duality for spectra are interpreted in terms of generalised Verdier duality. One of the 
goals is to set up a broad framework for defining a presheaf theoretic version of generalised in- 
tersection cohomology. The remaining aspects of the theory will be dealt with elsewhere. 
Istroduction 
The stable homotopy category, with spectra as objects, resembles in many aspects 
the derived category whose objects are complexes of abelian groups. Both categories 
have mapping cone constructions that make them into triangulated categories. 
Moreover, the category of abelian group spectra is equivalent, by means of the nor- 
malising functor and its inverse, to the category of chain complexes of abelian 
groups. The category of presheaves of abelian group spectra on a site is a full sub- 
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category of the category of presheaves of spectra. In this paper, we shaw that many 
of the familiar techniques of homological algebra available on the dategory of pre- 
sheaves of abelian group spectra can be carried over , +h sltitable modifications) 
to the category of presheaves of spectra. One of the goals of the present work is to 
set up a broad framework for defining a sheaf-theoretic version of generalised inter- 
section cohomology and this will be continued in [8]. 
The need to obtain good duality results makes it necessary for us to use smash 
products and function complexes of module spectra over a given Am-ring spec- 
trum as in [lo, 111. We begin Section 1 by recalling the notions of an Am-ring 
spectrum and an A”-module spectrum over a given ring spectrum. Let E denote a 
fixed X-ring spectrum satisfying the torsion conditions on its homotopy groups 
as in (1 .F.O) or (1 .F. 1). If 2 is a variety, we let C, denote its small etale site unless 
it is a complex variety, in which case C, will also denote the complex site. 
PreShE(Cz) will denote the category of presheaves of right E-module spectra on 
C,. We first define generalised presheaf cohomology of Z with respect to any 
FE PreShE(Cz). Associated to any map f: X+ Y of varieties we next define a 
functor Rf! : PreShE(Cx) + PreSh&,). The rest of Section 1 discusses various 
properties of this functor. 
We begin the next section by defining a presheafified version of the function 
spectrum of maps between two module spectra over a given A’%ng spectrum. Let 
E be an Am-ring spectrum as before and let f: X-, Y be a map of varieties; let 
PreShE(Cx) (PreSh&$)) be as before. We associate to such an f, a functor 
Rf! : PreSh&,) --) PreSh,(&). The rest of the paper studies its properties and 
also explores various consequences of the existence of such a functor. In particular, 
we define dualising presheaves; generalised presheaf homology with respect o a ring 
spectrum is next defined in terms of the dualising sheaves. In the case of complex 
varieties this is shown to be isomorphic to the familiar generalised homology. (See 
[ 1, p. 1961 for example.) We also consider ring spectra which have Poincare-duality 
between the corresponding generalised presheaf cohomology for all nonsingular 
quasi-projective varieties. We observe that the BU-spectrum (representing complex 
K-theory) and appropriate mod-l versions of it have the above Poincare-duality 
property, for complex nonsingular varieties. Next we specialise to the case when the 
ring spectrum is the sphere spectrum 2’ or an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum; in 
the latter (the former) case we conclude by observing that the resulting theory is 
closely related to Spanier-Whitehead duality (reduces to the usual Verdier duality 
for abelian sheaves, respectively). A forthcoming paper [8] continues the present 
theory. 
1. The derived functor of the direct image functor for presheaves of spectra 
1.0. We first recall the notion of a spectrum. A (topological) spectrum X is 
a sequence of pointed spaces (Xn 1 n E Z} along with certain structure maps 
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-‘K, -+ Xr, + 13 where Z denotes the suspension. A map f: X-, Y of spectra is a col- 
lection of maps {f, : X,, + Y,l} compatible with the suspension. Next we recall the 
notion of an A”-ring spectrum (as in [lo, pp.29 and that of a module spectrum 
over a given A”-ring spectrum. This involves the operands (K”} of Stasheff. Recall 
that P is defined to be a CW-complex homeomorphic to the closed (n - 2)-ball for 
each nz2 so that the interior K” - dP is a single (n - 2)-cell. For r, sz 2, and 
15 jrr, there is a face imbedding d,? K’ x KS --) dlPs-’ (as a subcomplex). 
These maps satisfy the relations 
(i) dir;s+r-t (idxd~‘)=dj’,+,S~t’*‘(~~*Sxid), l=jsr, I&ss, and 
(ii) dj’,f,“_;l.‘(d~‘~id)=d,“‘-‘*S(d,~~’~id)(id~ T), I~k<jz~l 
where T interchanges the factors. The dbote maps and relations provide a presenta- 
tion of the CW-complex dK” as a quotient of U,, LJ15,_ qS(K’x KS). 9 
1.1. Definition. (See [lo, p. 41.) (a) A spectrum E is a Am-ring specwwn~ if the fol- 
lowing conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a sequence of pairings pn : Kf A El\(“) --) E so that the diagram 
1 
K:+s-1 ,,E/\(‘+s-1) rur+s- I b 
commutes (strictly). (The left-most vertical map is the obvious one making use of 
(ii) There is a unit 1 E x0(E) for the ring structure on q_(E) induced by the map 
pz:E~E+E. 
(b) Let E be an A”-ring spectrum. A spectrum M is an Am-right module over E 
if there exist structure maps (pn : KT A MAE A(ll-*)+ M for all nr2 satisfying similar 
commutative diagrams (see [ 10, p. 51) that determine associativity conditions for the 
E-module structure of M. It is also required that in the action x*(M) @ Q&E) --) 
z*(M) induced by p2, the unit 1 E q,(E) acts as the identity on x,(M). (A left 
module M over E may be defined analogously using structure maps vn : K,” A 
E A(n- ‘) A M ---) M.) Let (M, {qua}) and (N, IW,}) be right modules over the A”-ring 
spectrum E. Then a map f: M-P N of spectra is an E-module homomorphism if for 
all n>2, cy,(id/\fl\idA(“-‘))=fo~,. 
1.2. From now on a ring spectrum will always mean an A”-ring spectrum. If E is 
such a ring spectrum, then a module M over E will mean a spectrum which is an 
A”-right-module over E. The category of E-modules and their maps (as in 1.1) will 
be denoted (E-modules). Qne may prove readily that this category is closed under 
all (small) limits and colimits as well as (small) homotopy limits and colimits. (See 
[14, p. 1 l] for the latter.) 
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1.3.0. We will consider three distinct categories of varieties throughout the paper: 
(0 quasi-projective complex varieties with the associated co~lspbex si@s, 
(ii) quasi-projective complex varieties with the associated (smaN) eta/e siies, and 
(iii) quasi-projective varieties defined over algebraically closed fields ofpositive 
characteristics along with the associated (smaN) eta/e sites. 
Without further mention, all the diagrams involving maps of varieties will be 
assumed to fall into one of the above three categories. 
(1 .F.O) If 2 is a complex quasi-projective variety and Cz denotes its complex 
site, we let E’ be any ring spectrum, and PreSh&,) denote the category of pre- 
sheaves of right E-module spectra on C,. If 2 is a complex variety (a variety 
defined over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic p) and Cz 
denotes its (small) etale site, we will restrict to spectra M satisfying the condition. 
(1 .F. 1) q(M) is finite for each i (is finite with torsion prime to p, respectively). 
(In this case E will denote a ring spectrum satisfying (l.F. 1) and PreSh,(C,) will 
denote the category of presheaves of right E-module spectra on C, also satisfying 
(l.F.l).) 
Remark. The reason for only considering such presheaves on the etale site is due 
to the fact that etale cohomology behaves well only with torsion coefficients. (See 
E9, pm 11714 
1.3.1. The sheafification functor will be denoted _. Iff: X-, Y is a mdp of varieties, 
the direct (inverse) image functor associated to f for any category of presheaves on 
the associated sites will be denoted f* (f*, respectively). If M is any spectrum, the 
constant presheaf defined by M on any of the sites we consider will be denoted &4. 
1.4. Definition. Let f: F + K be a map of presheaves on the site C,. It is a weak- 
equivalence if it induces an isomorphism of the sheaves of homotopy groups 
IQ(F)- + n;(K)’ for all i. (Equivalently, f is weak-equivalence if it induces a weak- 
equivalence at each stalk.) 
We will next consider the Godement resolution of a presheaf of spectra on the 
site C, associated to a variety as in 1.3.0. (See [12, 1.311.) First of all observe that 
this site has enough points. Let @ denote the set of points of this site and let P be 
the product of the category of sets with one copy for each point in Cp. The points 
in @ now provide a morphism of sites p : P + C, which induces an adjoint pair 
of functors pa and p* on the associated topoi. Let U: ShE(Cz) -+PreShE(CZ) 
(- : PreShE(CZ)-+ShE(CZ)) denote the obvious functors. We will let p*=p*o* and 
ps = 0 ap*c; clearly they are adjoint functors. We denote the functor p* 0~” by G. 
It is given by the formula 
(l.G.0) l-(U,p,op”F) = n (f,f*F)(U) = n n f*F, FEPreShEiCz)- 
_fe@ fE@J f ‘(l-4 
Letrl:Id~11,op”,e:B”oP* + Id be the adjunction morphisms and let ,U : G 0 G + G 
be defined as P,E~ *. We now obtain the cosimplicial object 
(l.G.1) G’F:GFs GoGFs GoG~GF+G~...~G)F... 
_3 
in the category of presheaves. The presheaf in codimension n is G” + ’F, the coface 
map 8: G”+t F3 GIl+ZF is GiqG”+t-i and the codegeneracy si: Gf’+t F-a G”F is 
@~G~+i-- ‘. Moreover, the map q induces a canonical augmentation q : fi -+ G l F. 
We call G’F the Godement resolution. We next observe the following properties of 
the Godement resolution: 
(l.G.2). Let F--+ N-+ K be a fibration (cofibration) sequence of presheaves 
of spectra at each stalk. Then for each integer- n and each apen U, G”F(W) --) 
G”H(U) --) G”K(U) is a fibration (cofibration) sequence. bimiiariy, if F-, ii is 
a weak-equivalence stalkwise, for each integer n and each open U, the map 
GN F( U) --, G”H( U) is also a weak-equivalence. 
(l.G.3). The functor F-, G’F preserves finite limits. 
(1 G.4). One also has the formula ~lq(G* F)‘ =G’(rr,F)’ where the term on the 
right is the usual Godement resolution of the abelian sheaf z,(F)‘. 
Let F and K be presheaves of spectra on the site Cz as above. Two maps 
J; g : F-, K are said to be homotopic if there exists a map H: FA I, --) K so that 
HI Fx 101 =f and H (fx(l) =g. (Here Fl\ I+ denotes the obvious presheaf U + 
F(U) A I+, for each open U.) Let f: X-+ Y be a map of varieties. We will now 
define functors 
(1.5) RS,, Rf! : PreSh,(C,) -+ PreShE(Cy) 
so that two homotopic maps a, /I : F-, K of presheaves on C, induce homotopic 
maps Rf,F-, Rf,K and Rf! F+ Rf! K. 
(Remark. It is conceivable that a closed model category structure exists for the 
category PreShE(Cx). If so, one could show that the functors Rf* and Rf! induce 
functors on the corresponding homotopy categories. In the case E = Co (= the 
sphere spectrum) one might carry over the constructions of [6] with suitable modifi- 
cations to define such a structure. These questions will be dealt with elsewhere.) 
1.6. Let f: X-, Y be a map of varieties. If F is a presheaf of spectra on the site 
C,, we let Rf,F be the presheaf on Cy defined by V+ holimA r(f -l(V), G’F), 
C/E C,, where holimA is the homotopy inverse limit as in [3, p. 2951. 
1.6.9. If Y= Spec k and f: X-, (Spec k) is the structure map, we let the generalised 
presheaf cohomology spectrum be defined by 1.6. This will be denoted L_I*(X; F) 
and the corresponding homotopy groups {II_,,(~*(X, F)) 1 n} will be called the 
generalised presheaf cohomology groups of X w:th respect to F. (These will be 
denotFtd by {h”(X, F)}.) We next consider the various properties of the functor 
Rf*. In view of the above definition, observe that the generalised presheaf CO- 
homology spectrum also inherits many of these properties. 
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1.6.1. First observe that if F --+ H + K is a stalkwise fibrstion sequence (F -+ H is a 
stalkwise weak-equivalence) of presheaves of spectra on C, and V is an open in the 
site Cy, then T(V;Rf,F)~r(~Rf,H)-,T(I/,Rf,K) (r(V,Rf,F)+T(KRf,H)) is 
a fibration sequence (is a weak-equivalence, respectively.) (This follows readily from 
(1 .G.2).) 
1.6.2. Let f: X-, Y be a map as before and let F be a presileaf of spectra on the 
site C’, as before. Let Y be an open in the site Cy. We now show the existence of 
a spectral sequence 
E;‘= W(C/; Rf,n_,(F)‘) * q,+,,r(I/,Rf,F). 
Here r,(F)’ is the sheaf associated to the presheaf: W --) K.&J, F), U open in the 
site C, and HS(c Rf,n_,(F)’ ) denotes the hypercohomology of V with respect o 
the complex of abelian sheaves Rf*n_JF)-. We consider the Postnikov tower 
0--p, -PI + U--a, -PI + FI-a, -p - l] associated to F where ni(F[-a, -p])= 
xi(F) if is -p and = * otherwise. Let 1~’ be an open in the site C,. 1.6.1 now 
provides the fibration sequence 
WCRf,FI-p, -PI) + r(K Rf,FI-a, -PII - Wi Rf,F[-m, -P - 11). 
We now obtain a tower of fibrations and a spectral sequence that converges to the 
(homotopy) inverse limit I@+ r( I/, Rf,F[ - 00, -p]). The E2s.I term of the spectral 
sequence is given by E.$’ = n_,_, T(V; Rf,F[--t, -t]) which can be readily identified 
with the Ez-term in 1.6.2. As E?’ = 0 for s > the cohomological dimension of Y, we 
obtain strong convergence. Observe that for each fixed n, n,(T(V; Rf,F[-q t]))= 
q,U-(K Rf,Fk- q t’])) if t, t’ are large. This identifies the abutment to the one in 
1 Ai.2. 
T h.3. If f: X-, Y and g : Y 3 Z are two maps of varietie: and F is a presheaf of 
spectra on Cc,, then we obtain a weak-equivalence Rf* - Rg,Fg R(f og),F. Ob- 
serve that there exists a map (natural in F) from the right-hand side to the left-hand 
side. Let W be an open in the site C,. Now 1.6.1 provides a commutative diagram 
of fibration sequences 
WKRg,oRf,FI-p,-pl) - T(W,Rg,oRf,F[-a,-pl) - T(W,Rg,oRf,F[-oo,-p-ll) 
Qw, R(gof ),FI--p, -PI) - WKR(gof ),F[--my -PI) - WKRkof ),Fk-=,-p-11). 
This provides a map of the spectral sequences for the homotopy inverse limit of the 
corresponding towers. The E,-terms may be identified to HS(U, Rg,Rf,(r_,F)‘) 
and HS(U, R(gf),(n_, F)‘) respectively as in 1.6.2. Observe that for each fixed n, 
MVK Rg*Rf*Fl- 0% m = w-w Rg,Rf,W- 00, t ‘I)) if t, t ’ are large. This iden- 
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tifies the abutments to I~_,_,T(W,R~,R~,F) and rr_,J(U,R(gf),F), respectively. 
Since both the spectral sequences converge strongly and the &-terms are isomor- 
phic, 1.6.3 follows. Next we consider proper-base change for presheaves of spectra. 
1.7. Proper base change. Let 
f’ 
X’ - X 
II# I I n 
f 
Y’ - Y 
be a pullback square with 71 proper. Let F be a presheaf of spectra on Cx if all the 
varieties considered are complex with the associated complex sites. If Cx denotes 
the (small) eta/e site and the varieties considered are complex or in positive charac- 
teristics, F will be assumed to satisfy (1 .I?. I ). Then the canonical base change map 
(1 .X1) f *(R7c*F) ‘, R&(f’*F) 
is a weak-equivalence. 
Proof. Let U be an open in the site CYp. Next one observes that there is a natural 
map from the left-hand side of 1.7.1 to its right-hand side. 1.6.1 once again provides 
a commutative diagram 
I-(U, f *Rz,F[-p, -p]) - r(U,f *Rz,F[-w, -pI) - r(U,f *Rn,F] - 00, -P - 11) 
r I 
f(U,Rsr;f”F[-p,-p]) - f(U,R&f’*F[-oo,-p]) - I-(U,Rz;f’*F[-m,-p-l]) 
of towers of fibrations. (Observe that the functors f * and f ‘* preserve fibration 
sequences of presheaves of spectra. This follows readily from the fact that the 
filtered colimits involved in defining these functors are homotopy colimits.) The 
above diagram provides a map of the corresponding spectral sequences. An identifi- 
cation of the Ez-terms as before shows that they converge strongly; now proper 
base change for abelian sheaves (see 14, p. 1761 for the complex sate and [9, p. 2231 
for the etale site) shows that the Ez-terms are isomorphic. 1.7 follows. q 
Next we define the functor Rf!. Assume the situation of 1.6 and let FE 
PreShE(Cx). 





\! f- .7 
Y 
where $ is proper and j is an open immersion. Now we let Rf! F= Ry* 0 j! F. Here 
j! F is the presheaf on C, defined by r(V; j! F) = r(V, F) if V-, X factors through 
X and * otherwise. (Here * denotes the trivial spectrum.) We proceed to show that 
Rf! is independent of the above factorisation off. 
1.8.1. Remark. The proof of this fact follows along the standard lines (see 
[9, p. 2271) using proper base change as in 1.7 above. For the sake of completeness 
we sketch a proof here. Consider two commutative triangles 
X - X and XL X’ 
j 
as in 1.8. Now let X” be the closure of X in Xx X’ under the map 
* N 
J =jx j’: X+ XX x’. We then obtain the commutative diagram 
.” 
J 
X - N )X 
where g is the proper map I%?” --+XxX’-!%XandJ’“=~og. Now Rf!F=R]pj& 
we will presently show that 
(1.8.2) j’! F = Rg, 0 j:F. 
Asa-um;-L tLAis 
ii.0 a we obtain Rf!F= R$IOj!F= R&o Rg,Gj~F=R(fog),oj~F= 
R3: 0 j:F and hence Rf! F is independent of the factorisation off. To see 1.8.2, use 
proper base change 1.7 to obtain the weak-equivalence 
for any geometric point _V of X. (The right-hand side is the generalised hyper- 
cohomology spectrum as in 1.6.0.) If x is in the image of j, then g-‘(x) -X’ is 
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discrete and hence (Rg,&“F),=&. (see [9, p.2271); otherwise g-‘(V) t?X is empty 
and hence (j;F) Ig I,_~) = *. This proves 1 J3.2. 
It follows that Rf! is a functor having the property in I .6.1. Moreover, if 
f: X+ Y and g: Y-, Z are maps of varieties, then the proof of the fact that 
Rf! o Rg! = R(f og)! follows along the standard lines using the above results. 
2. The derived functor of the inverse image functor 
2.0. Let f: X-, Y be a map of varieties as before. In this section we define a functor 
Rf! : PreShE(CY) --) PreShE(Cx) 
where C, (C,) is the site as in 1.3.0 and establish many of its expected properties. 
First we provide a presheafified version of the usual function spectrum and of the 
function spectrum in [ 11, p. 2501. 
2.1.0. Let (spectra) denote the category of spectra. Given two spectra M and N, we 
observe that the functor R + Horn,,,,,,, (R AM, N), (spectra) + (sets) is represent- 
able. The representing spectrum is denoted Map(M,N). 
Let Z be a variety and C, its associated site as in 1.3.0. Given two presheaves 
M, @ of spectra on C,, we define the presheaf Map(M,E) as follows. Let V be an 
open in the site C,. Then we let r(V; Map@, Iv) be the kernel of the two maps 
al’ 
(2.1.1) n Map(M(U),N(U)) : 
u+v - - 
n Map(M(U), NV’)) - - 
br, lJ’- u 
I/ 
V 
where av (6,) is the obvious map Map(M( U), N(U)) --) Map(M( U’), @(U’)) 
(Map(M(U’), N(U’)) --) Map(M(U),N(U’)), respectively). If W --) V is a map in the 
site Czy then taking the obv%us projections induces a map r(V, Map@, y)) -+ 
r(w, Map(&l;N)). It follows that Map@,N) is a presheaf of spectra on the site 
Cz. We will usually denote T(Z, Map@., @)) = Map@, y). Observe that it also 
satisfies the following property: if R is a spectrum and R denotes the associated con- 
stant presheaf on the site C,, then 
Hom,pc!ctra (R Mw(M NH = Hompresheaves(R A M 59. - - 
2.2. Next we consider the function spectra as in [ll, p. 2501. If R is a spectrum, E 
an A--ring spectrum and M, N two right E-module spectra as in 1.0, w. iet the 
structure maps of the right E-module R AM (the right E-module N, the ring spec- 
trum E) as in 1.1 be denoted {vs} ({as}, {p,} respectively). (See [ll, p. 2501.) 
(Recall d~S:KrxKS+dKr+S-I is the inclusion of a face as in 1 .O.) Now consider 
the functor R + HomE(R A M, Iv), (spectra) -+ (sets) where HomE(R A M, N) con- 
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sists of sequences f" : KJ!' 2A R A MAE *(“)dV of maps of spectra satisfying the 
following relations: 
if j=l 
= f r-20 (idA(j-1) Ap,/\id*(‘- ‘) ), if l<j<r and 
= a"o(f r-2Aidn(s-l)), if j=r. 
In view of 1.0, these relations define the restriction off” to dK~+2~R~Y~EAfn) 
uniquely. The above functor is also representable and we let the representing 
spectrum be denoted HomE(M,N). It follows that we obtain the adjunction 
Hom’(R A M, N) z HomSp,,,,,(R, HomE@&, N)). 
2.3. We now summarise the main properties of this functor. (Consult [ll, p. 2501 
for further details.) 
(i) Horn&$ N) preserves weak-equivalences in either argument, preserves 
fibration sequences in the second argument and converts cofibration sequences in 
the first arg-ument to fibration sequences; here we are assuming that all the maps 
arc E-module maps. 
(ii) HomE(EA R,iV) 2: Map(R,N) if Iv is a (right) E-module and R is a spectrum. 
For example, HomE(E, N) = HomE (E AZ’, N) = Map(C’, N); Horn&& N) = 
Map(M,N), where Co denotes the sphere spectrum. 
(iii) If A4 (N) is an E-bimodule, then Horn&$, N) is a right (left, respectively) 
E-module. 
Let 2 be a variety, C, its associated site as in 1.3.0 and PreSh&&) the category 
of presheaves of E-module spectra satisfyinb the appropriate condition (l.F.0) or 
(l.F.l). 
2.4. Definition. Let M, y be two presheaves of right E-modules. Then I-!&m&J, y) 
is the presheaf of spectra defined by QV; HomE@,&)) = the kernel of the maps 
(2.4.1) n HomE (M(u), y(u)) & n 
U+V bv u,y 
I-IO% (M(u), y(u’)) - 
V 
where A v (bv) is the obvious map HomE (y( U), g(U)) -+ HomE (M( U), y( U’)) 
(Hom@‘l(U’), N(u’)) --+ HomE(M( U), N( U’)), respectively). If lV-, V is a map in 
the site & then-taking the obvious proj&ions induces a map T(c/, HOmE(&hr)) + 
r(K HOm@‘,&W. It fOllOws~ that Hom&$N) is a presheaf of spectra &r the 
site C,. We will let r(Z, Horn&V, y)) = HomE@, y). It also satisfies the fol- 
lowing property: 
2.42. If R is a spectrum. and R denotes the associated constant presheaf on 
the site 
HomE 
CZ, then ~om,,,,,,,(R, HomE(@, N)) = Hom~res~eaves(& AM y) where 
presheaves is defined as in 2.2, i.e. given two presheaves U, T of right E-modules 
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HomE pshea&u, T) denotes the subset of fl,,,, Hompreshea,#; + 2 A U A E *(“), _T) 
consisting of maps of presheaves atisfying the conditions in 2.2. (H&e @+z and 
c are the obvious constant presheaves.) This observation immediately implies the 
properties 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. 
2.5.1. Let f: X-, Y be a map of varieties and let PreSh&‘& (PreSh,(&)) denote 
the category of presheaves of right E-modules on the site C, (C,, respectively) 
satisfying the appropriate condition (1 .F.O) or (1 .F. 1) above. Let f* (f *) denote the 
direct (inverse) image functor f* : PreShE(&) + PreShE(Cy) (f * : PreShE (C,) --) 
PreSh&,), respectively). Then we obtain a natural isomorphism 
where g (&) is in PreShE(Cy) (PreShE(C,), respectively). (To see this, apply 
Horn spectra(R, ) to both sides, where R denotes any spectrum and make use of 
2.4.2.) 
Let 2 be a variety, C, the associated site as in 1.3.0 and j : U -+ Z an open in 
the site C,. Let PreSh,(C,) and PreShE(CU) denote the corresponding categories 
of presheaves of right E-modules as above. One may readily show (as in [9, p. 781; 
see also Proposition 2.2 in [9]) that the restriction functor j * : PreShE(Cx) + 
PreSh,(C,) has a left adjoint which is given explicitly as follows. Let W be an 
open in the site C, and FePreShE(Cu). Then r(w,j! F)= Vv F(W,) where the 
wedge is over all maps p : W= WV --) U over X. (Observe that if j : U--)X is in fact 
particular this is true an open immersion, then j! is the functor defined in 1.8. In 
for the complex site.) 
2.5.2. Let 2 be a variety and j : U-, Z as above. Then we 
morphism 
obtain a natural iso- 
HOrnE( j, M, N) z Horn&Y, j “N) .- - 
where M [y) is in PreShE(CU) (PreSh,(C,j, respectively). 
2.5.1.) 
(This is proved as in 
2.6. Definition. Let f: X-, Y be a map of varieties and let E be a fixed Am-ring 
spectrum. Let PreShE(Cx) (PreShE(Cy)) be as before and let E denote the constant 
presheaf associated to E on the site C,. For each open j” : U--+X in the site C, we 
let & denote the presheaf Jut j$E, where j,! is defined as above. We define a 
sequence of functors 
R$ : PreShE (Cr) + PreShE(Cx) 
as follows. Let K be a presheaf E Pre&(C& Then we let r(U,R$K) = 
HomE(Rf!(&),G%) where G’ is as in (l.G.l). It is clear that {T(U, R&k) ( i} 
forms a cosimplicial object of spectra. We let 
r(U, Rf k) = hoiim r&J, RAk). 
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We summarise some of the main properties of this functor in the following theorem: 
2.7. Theorem. Assume the hypotheses of 2.6. 
(i) Let K’-, K -+ K” be a diagram of presheaves in PreSh,(C,) which forms a 
fibration sequence of spectra at every stalk. For each open U in the site C,, we 
obtain the fibration sequence 
T(U,Rf!K’)-,T(U,Rf!K)-,T(U,Rf!K”). 
(ii) Let K --) K’ be a map of presheaves in PreShE(CY) which induces a weak- 
equivalence at every stalk. For each open U in the site C,, we obtain the 
weak-equivalence T(U, Rf ! K) + r(U, Rf ! K’). 
(iii) Let V be an open in the site C, and let El/ denote the presheaf as in 2.6. For 
each K in PreShE(Cy), we obtain the weak-equivalence 
(iv) Assume that f : X + Y is as before. Let j : U + X be in the site C,, and let 
g = f 0 j. Then we obtain the weak-equivalence 
r(W,Rf!K)=r(W,j*Rf!K)-T(W,Rg!K) 
for each open W in the site C, and K E PreShE(CY). 
Proof. In view of the fact that the homotopy inverse limit preserves fibration 
sequences and weak-equivalences ( ee, for example [ 12, Lemmas (5.8) and (5.9)]), 
it suffices to prove each of the statements for the functors RA!. 
(i) and (ii) Assuming (iv), it suffices to prove these when U= X. Recall that if 
Y denotes the disjoint union of the set of geometric points of Y and p : P-, Y is the 
obvious map (see (1 .G.O)), then GK=p.&*K, for any presheaf KE PreSh,(&). 
Now an argument as in 2.5.1 provides the isomorphisms of spectra: 
HomE(Rf!(&),&O~*K) = HOmE(p*(Rf&)),p”K) 
= n HOmE((Rf! (&&, KJ). 
PEP 
(T-J obtain the last isomorphism apply Horn spec;Va(R, ), where R is any spectrum to 
the last but cne term above and make use of 2.4.2.) Hence the statements correspon- 
ding to (i) and (ii) hold with Rfi! in the place of Rf !. Since G”K=p*op*(G”-‘K), 
this proves (i) and (ii) for all Rfi! and hence for Rf !. 
(iii) Recall EV = j, j$E, where j V: V-+X is an open in the site Cx. 2.5.2 now 
implies the isomorphism HomE @,, Rf ! K) z Horn&‘, jr? Rf ! K) of spectra where 
c denotes the constant presheaf associated to the spectrum E on the site CV. If 
pv : V-, (Spec k) denotes the structure map of V, it follows that the latter = 
Hom&@, j:Rf !K). 2.5.1 shows this is isomorphic to HomE(c,pV*( j:Rf !K)) = 
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Horn&E, r(V, Rf! K)). Now property 2.3(ii) implies that this is weakly-equivalent 
to r(v; Rf !K). 
(iv) Assume the hypotheses of (iv). Let j u’ : W-, U be the given map of W to U. 
0;te first observes the weak-equivalences Rg! (j,.! j$ &‘) = Rf! 0 Rj! (j,,., j$&‘) = 
Rf!( j! j,,, j$X) stalkwise. (One may argue as in 1.9.1 using the definition of j! as 
in 2.5.2 to obtain the last weak-equivalence. The first one is clear since g =f 0 j.) 
Hence we observe that for every i, 
= HomE(Rf!(j! jr+,! j$E), G’K). 
The first term above = r(W, RgiK), while the last term = f (W, R&! K). Taking the 
homotopy limits over d, we obtain (iv). III 
2.8. Next we define dualising presheaves. Let 2 be a variety defined over the alge- 
braically closed field k and let p =pz : Z + (Spec k) be the structure map. Let E 
denote a hing spectrum satisfying the appropriate one of the conditions (1 .F.O) or 
(1 .F. 1). Then we define the dualising presheaf Di for the category PreShE(CZ) to 
be RR!&‘, where E denotes the constant presheaf on (Spec k). We now define gener- 
alised presheaf homology by means of the dualising presheaves. We let 
(2.8”) hyh(Z;lY) = Tci(r(Z, Rp!E)), for every i. 
We proceed to compare this with the generalised homology with compact supports 
defined with respect o the spectrum E, in the case of complex varieties. (See 2.11.) 
First we consider the notion of cohomological descent. 
2.9. Assume Z is a complex variety, Cz is its complex site and M is a spectrum. 
Now we may define a presheaf Hom( l ,IM) of spectra on the site Cz by letting 
r(U, Hom( l , M)) = Map@,+, M) where $+ deyotes the suspension spectrum of 
U+ = Un + and Map is as in 2.1 .O. (Observe that this presheaf is additive: i.e. 
Hom(UU V; M) = Hom(U, M) x Hom(V, &I). If M is an E-module for a ring spec- 
trum E, then so is Hom(rj, Ml ror any open U.) We say that M has cohomological 
descent with respect to 
(2.9”) T(Z, Hom( 
is a weak-equivalence. 
Z if the natural map 
M)) + hofm T(Z, Go Hom( l , M)) 
2.10. Lemma. Let Z be a complex (algebraic or analytic) quasi-projective variet) 
and /et M denote a spectrum. Then M has cohomological descent with respect o 2. 
Proof. Let M[-p, -p] --) Ml-m, -p] + MI-w, -p - I] denote the Postnikov-tower 
associated to M (as in 1.6.2). This induces the commutative diagram 
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T(Z,G’ Hom(*,M[-oo, -p])) * r(Z,Hom(*,M[-oo, -p- 11)) 
hoimT(Z,G’ Hom(*,M[-oo, -pl)) - ho$m T(Z, G’ Hom(+W[-oo, -p- 11)) 
of towers of fibrations and hence a map of the corresponding spectral sequences. 
One may identify the E2-terms as follows: 
and 
E:‘(2) = HS(Z, ~,(Hon+, M))“) * hS(Z, Hom(*, M)). 
(Here E;‘(l) (E;‘(2)) denotes the & term for the first (seccold, respectively) spec- 
tral sequence, hS(Z, M) (hS(Z, Hom( -, M))) denotes the gencaalised cohGr:ao!ogy of 
Z with respect to the spectrum M as in 11, p. 1961 (the generalised cohomology of 
Z with respect o the prcsheaf Hom(= , M) as in (1.6.0), respectively).) Since E:r = 0 
for s :a the cohomologlcal dimension of Z, both spectral sequences converge 
strongly; hence it suffices to show that we obtain an isomorphism of the E2-terms. 
Since 2 is a complex varjety, singular cohomology with respect o the abelian group 
z+(M) and sheaf cohcmology with respect to the corresponding constant sheaf 
are isomorphic. As the map E:‘( 1) -+ E;‘(2) is natural in Z, one obtains a map 
X+(M)- --) n_[( Homf , M))- of abelian sheaves. Therefore it suffices to identify 
the stalks of the presheaf U-, x_, (Hom( U, M)) as n_,(M). An Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence (or equivalently a Postnikov-tower argument) reduces this to the 
case when M is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum. Now it suffices to observe that 
singular cohomology with respect o an abelian group and sheaf cohomology with 
respect to the corresponding constant abelian sheaf are isomorphic for every 
(analytic) open subset U of Z. The lemma follows. Cl 
2.11. Next :tle recall the definition of generalised homology with compact supports 
of a complex (algebraic or analytic) variety with respect o a spectrum. First observe 
that any complex analytic or algebraic quasi-projective variety can be triangulated; 
if the variety is projective it has a finite triangulation. (See for example, [S, p. 1701.) 
If 2 is a quasi-projective complex variety, it can be imbedded as an open subvariety 
of a projective variety 2. The generalised homology of 2 with compact supports 
with respect o a spectrum M may be defined to be the generalised homology of the 
spectrum (Z”(z+)/~o(z - Z),) with respect o As. (Here X0(2+) and z”((z - Z),) 
denote the obvious suspension spectra and the above term denotes the obvious 
homotopy cofiber.) This will be denoted h,*(Z; M). 
2.12. Proposition. Let Z be a complex (algebraic or analytic) qtrasi-projective 
variety and let E be a ring spectrum. Then the generalised presheaf homology oj‘Z 
with respect to the constant presheaf g and the generalised homology of Z with com- 
pact supports with respect o the spectrum E are isomorphic. 
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Proof. We first consider the case when 2 is a projective variety. Let p : 2 -+ Spec @ 
denote the structure map and let E denote the constant presheaf associated to the 
spectrum E. By the cohomological descent property we obtain the weak-equivalence 
Rp,c= Map(C’(Z,), E). Hence we obtain the weak-equivalences 
(2.12.1) HomE(&@,E) = HomE(Map(C”(Z+),E),E) 
= HomE(Map(zo(Z+),Xo) A E, E) 
= Map(MapG”(Z+ ), z”), 0 
where the third equivalence follows from the properties of HomE (see 2.3(ii)) and 
the other three follow from the fact that z”(Z,) is a finite spectrum. This com- 
pletes the proof in the case of projective varieties. 
Next assu’me that Z is a quasi-projective variety imbedded as an open subvariety 
of a projective variety 2. Let j : Z --) 2 (i : z - Z --+ z) denote the corresponding open 
(closed) immersion. Let p (p) denote the structure map of Z (2, respectively). If F 
is a presheaf of spectra on C,, one obtains the diagram j! j *F -+ F 3 i,i *F of pre- 
sheaves on Cz. One may readily verify that this is a fibration sequence at every 
stalk. Her!ce applying Rp, to it provides a fibration sequence 
(2.12.2) r(Spec c, Rp! F) --* T(Spec c, R&F) --) T(Spec G Rp,RiJ”F). 
On the other hand one also obtains a fibration sequence 
(2.12.3) Map(Co(~+)/~o((~,Z)+),E)~Map(~o(~+~,E)~Map(~o((~-Z)+),E). 
Since Z and Z - Z are projective, the first part of the proof shows that the last two 
terms of 2.12.2 with F = the constant presheaf E are weakly equivalent to the last 
two terms of 2.12.3. It follows therefore that the corresponding first terms are also 
weakly equivalent. Now the proof of the theorem is completed by an argument as 
in 2.12.1. 
Next let Z be a quasi-projective variety of dimension d defined over an alge- 
braically closed field and let C, denote the associated site as in 1.3.0. Let E be a 
ring spectrum satisfying the appropriate one of the conditions (1 .F.O) or (1 .F. 1). If 
p : Z + Spec k denotes the structure map, we first observe that Rp! e is a presheaf 
of (right) E-mo&les and hence we obtain a pairing 
(2.13.1) p*& Rp!E-+ Rp$ 
of presheaves of spectra. This pairing induces a (cap-product) pairing 
h’(Z- E) x h@(Z* E) 4 hp:’ (Z- E) )- J )- ji )- 
in the standard manner. (Recall E denotes the obvious constant presheaf on Z and 
Spec k.) Cl 
2.13.2. We say the spectrum E has PoincarP-duality property for Z if there exists 
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a (fundamental) class [Z] E hyih( Z; E) (= 7rzd E( Z, Rp! E)) so that cap-product with 
[Z] induces an isomorphism h’(Z;E) -+ h;F_i(Z;E). We say E has the Poincare- 
duality property over k if it has Poincare-duality property for all smooth algebraic 
v;;rieties Z over k. 
2.14. Proposition. Assume k is an a&et,-aically closed field and E is a ring spec- 
trum satisfying the appropriate one of the conditions (I .F.O) or (I I. I) and having 
the Poincure-duality property over k. Let p : Z 3 Spec k denote a smooth quasi- 
projective variety over k of dimension d. Then Rp! E = X’“p*E, which is the sus- 
pension of p*E 2d-times. 
Proof. Let U denote any open in the site Cz and let pu : U-, Spec k denote its 
structure map. Since E has the Poincare-duality property over k each U has a funda- 
mental class in hiSf(LI; g) satisfying the condition in 2.13.2. The fundamental class 
[u] is represented by a map zzd + r(U; Rp’E) or equally well by a map of pre- 
sheaves z2d + Rp! E and hence by a map &” + gmZd A Rp!E. (Here _&+2d,&‘o are the 
obvious &nstant presheaves.) Now smashing this map with the identity p*E-tp*E 
provides a map p*E=p”El\ go --) pTd~ g -“A Rp! c. Composing with the pairing 
in 2.13.1 provides a map p*E-+ &‘- A Rp& Poincare duality holds for every 
open U in the site and hence shows that the above map is a weak-equivalence 
stalkwise. Cl 
2.15. Corollary. (i) Assume E is a ring spectrum having Poincare-duality property 
over C. If p : X --) Spec C is the structure map of a smooth complex variety of dimen- 
sion d, Rp!E=Zzdp*E. 
(ii) The spectrum BU representing complex K-theory satisfies the hypotheses 
of (i). 
Proof. As (i) is clear, we proceed with (ii). First observe that smooth complex 
projective varieties have fundamental classes in complex K-homology. We will 
presently show that every point of a smooth complex variety has a cofinal system 
of analytic open neighborhoods that have fuildamental classes in complex K-hom- 
ology with compact supports. (That is, the homology thcc3ry -with compact supports 
defined as in 2.11.) Let Z be a smooth projective complex variety of dimension d 
and let z be a (closed) point of Z. Then z has a cofinal system of neighborhoods 
(in the analytic or usual topology) which are all homeomorphic to Cd. The funda- 
mental class of Z maps to a class in [CI] E hzd(U; BU). We observe that this class 
is detected by a class in Efd*’ of the corresponding Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral 
sequence for hg(CI; BU). Cap product with this class induces a map from the 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for h*(U, BU) to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for hz(U; BU). At the E2-level this is the cap-product with the 
fundamental class in Hid(U, Z). Since both the homology and the cohomology 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences are strongly convergent, (2.12) shows that 
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[U] E &,(U; BU) z hr&h(CI; BU) is a fundamental class as in 2.13.2. It follows that 
BU satisfies (i). 
2.16. We next specialise to the case where the ring spectrum E is the sphere spec- 
trum 2’. Let p : 2 + Spec C denote the structure map of a complex variety and let 
Co denote the obvious constant presheaf on Spec C. The dualising presheaf is now 
Map(Rp! &“, &‘O). This is the Spanier-Whitehead dual of Rp! go. (Strictly speaking, 
this will be the Spanier-Whitehead dual once Rp$” is shown to be weakly 
equivalent to a finite spectrum; one may establish this using the fact that complex 
projective varieties have a finite triangulation and an argument as in 2.12.2 and 
2.12.3). Thus in the case of E=Z”, the above theory is merely a presheafification 
of Spanier-Whitehead duality. 
2.17. Finally, we consider the case when the ring spectrum E is an Eilenberg- 
Mac Lane spectrum. *&‘ithout loss of generality we rmay assume that the only non- 
trivial homotopy group of E is in dimension 0 where it is a ring R with a unit. Now 
observe the equivalence 
(complexes of R-modules) = (E-module abelian group spectra) 
of categories; the familiar Horn-functor for R-modules corresponds to the functor 
Horn,. (See [lo, p.2561.) It follows that the duality results of this section, in this 
case, correspond to familiar results in Verdier duality as in [ 131. 
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